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BLADES

OFFICIAL BALL OF USA TABLE TENNIS
OFFICIAL EQUIPMENT
SPONSOR OF THE CHINESE
NATIONAL TEAM

Made with special wood lamination technology originally used in stringed
instrument production, and incorporated with new FE-carbon material. This
construction creates a solid feel and even more power. Feel the blade in every
part of your hand. Thicker wood produces solid feeling for close-to-table
topspin play. Available in Standard and Large Grip. The Large Grip is normal
sized—just a little larger. See below for handle dimensions.

FINELY TUNED
INSTRUMENTS

NEW

ACOUSTIC CARBON INNER
Special wood lamination technology originally used in stringed instrument production is
incorporated with new FE-carbon material positioned between the center and inner plies. This
construction creates a solid feel with greater ball retention. Feel the blade in every part of your
hand. Thicker wood produces solid feeling for close-to-table topspin play.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 90 / Plies 5W, 2C / Item SNACI

OFF

90

66

Acoustic Carbon

FL: 100 x 22mm
ST: 100 x 23mm
Handle FL, ST / Wt 90 / Plies 5W,2C / Item SNACC

92

65

Blade $179.95

Acoustic Carbon
Large Grip

Large FL: 101 x 24.5mm
Large ST: 101 x 23.5mm
Handle FL, ST / Wt 92 / Plies 5W,2C / Item SNACL

OFF

Exactly the same as the Acoustic Carbon Inner blade, but the handle is a
little bit larger. It is a normal sized handle but it is made larger for those
who like a larger handle grip.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 92 / Plies 5W,2C / Item SNACG

OFF

Blade $179.95

OFF

ACOUSTIC CARBON
INNER LARGE GRIP

92

65

Blade $179.95

90

66

Blade $179.95

Tenor

Speed and Performance!

The speediest of the musically manufactured
blades by NITTAKU. Offensive players will love
the special feel and performance when executing
all the nuances of loop, counter-attack, and all
touch shots. Tenor is made with the highest quality wood utilizing the same technology and care
as that used with the manufacturing of stringed
instruments. Handle FL, ST / Wt 92 gms / Plies
5W / Item SNTNR

OFF

63

Blade $199.95

Violin Fine Craftsmanship

A finely tuned instrument! Special binding method
used for crafting the finest stringed instruments
preserves the wood’s natural elasticity. Every
stage of production receives special handling and
scrutiny. Ultimate feeling of mastery. Handle FL,
ST / Wt 88 gms / Plies 5W / Item SNVIO

OFF

88

65

Blade $164.95

Vioncello

Acoustic

Special Lamination

Work of Art!

Made with special plywood lamination technology
originally used in stringed instrument production.
Feel the blade in every part of your hand. Thicker
plywood gives solid feeling for close-to-table
top-spin play. Handle FL, ST / Wt 88 gms / Plies
5W / Item SNACO

Another Work of Art from
Nittaku! Same high class wood and production used in manufacturing striged instruments.
Fantastic vibration absorption results in excellent
offense and defense. After feeling this one you
can never go back! Handle FL,ST / Wt 92 grams
/ Plies 5W / Item SNVIC

OFF

DEF+

Prices subject to change without notice
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90

86

67

Blade $164.95

67

90

Blade $164.95

See PaddlePalace.com for latest SPECIALS
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TORNA D O K IN G B L A D ES
NEWEST HIGH-PERFORMANCE BLADES FROM NITTAKU

NEW

Tornado King Power

Tornado King

Made to top specification, and has power and stability! This blade gives the most potential for maximizing
ball possession to the fullest, allowing for domination
in the game. It allows for strong power drives in tandem
with rubber rotation. Contains Kevlar® carbon, giving a
mild shot feeling to the inner with a hard shot feeling and
high rebound, allowing for increased speed performance.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 90 / Plies 5W,2C-K / Item SNTKP

Made to top specifications, and has strength and
flexibility! Perfect for the player who uses the drive
as the main offensive competition component, and it
provides a great sense of ball feeling. Medium hardness, for both bending and stiffness when needed, it
gives you the upper hand in the point. This is exactly
the racket made to the specifications for top players!
Handle FL, ST / Wt 85 / Plies 5W / Item SNTNK

OFF

90

68

NEW

NEW

Blade $119.95

OFF

92

64

Blade $164.95

Tornado King Speed

Made to top specifications, with high speed performance and stability! The surface plate is thick,
rotating the amount of the power-up of speed drive
by to achieve a good and not too hard feel at impact
of the ball. It is equipped with a Kevlar ® carbon with a
hard shot feeling and enhanced speed performance.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 90 / Plies 5W,2C-K /
Item SNTKS

OFF+

96

61

Blade $164.95

BASALTEC BLADES FROM NITTAKU!
Barwell Fleet

Premium in every way! Hard wood outer
plies with sheets of glass fiber directly under the
outer layers, controls vibration on ball contact
to find the ideal amount of bend. Speed/spin are
improved and spin, making it perfect to pair with
new generation tensor rubbers. Handle FL, ST /
Wt 88 / Plies 7W, 2G / Item SNBAF

OFF

91

60

Basaltec Inner

Outstanding blade, made to the specifications
of top players. This quality 7-ply offensive blade
provides a hard feel upon impact and great power
for the strong, dominating player. This is the
blade of choice for the serious competitive player.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 88 / Plies 7W / Item SNBAR

93

Made in
Germany

Blade $229.95

Barwell

OFF

The NITTAKU Basaltec blades are masterpieces created by the Meister with
great knowledge of wood and craftsmanship! They contain new technology
and new materials which express the special properties and real beauty of the
wood. These are not only high-spec table tennis blades but also embody the
finest wood art created by the Meister’s craftsmanship. Made in Germany.
Packaged in a deluxe sliding box with a mini 2” Meister wood paddle.

57

New basalt fiber plies are loaded between the
middle and inner plies, giving a soft feeling and
powerful speed.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 88 / Plies 5W,2B / Item
SNMBI

OFF

90

72

Blade $259.95

Blade $164.95

Basaltec Outer

Out-of-this-world performance

New basalt fiber plies are loaded between the
outer and inner plies, giving a soft feeling and
powerful speed.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 88 / Plies 5W,2B / Item SNMBO

OFF

92

70

Blade $259.95

Adelie

Powerful speed, exceptional balance and stability
in a 7-ply blade thru Masterful Nittaku craftsmanship. Medium weight. Out-of-this-world
performance. Handle FL, ST / Wt 85 / Plies 7W
/ Item SNADE

OFF

89

FREE SHIPPING >> Orders over $60 (see p. 137)
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61

Blade $144.95

Holz Sieben

European spruce is used for the surface wood
to give an ideal bounce and excellent feeling.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 88 / Plies 7W / Item SNMHS

OFF

87

76

Blade $249.95
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BLADES
Paddle Palace: Sole North American Distributor for NITTAKU
Continued
PRO SPECIAL
with Nittaku Fastarc
S-1 Rubber

LUDEACK
COMBO SPECIAL
with 2 rubbers

$

16495

Includes “burning wood” technology and loaded
95
with kevlar/carbon. The result is an incredible
offensive blade with increased speed. The Flame
See Page 7 Carbon is a new approach to carbon table tennis blades. Handle FL / Wt 85 / Plies 5W, 2C/K
/ Item SNFLC

142

$

Ludeack

Used by 2009 US Men’s finalist Samson Dubina.
This is the weapon of choice for players looking
for a fast and powerful blade. “Good feeling”
describes the Ludeack. Handle FL, ST / Wt 85
gm / Plies 7W / Item SNLUD

Item XSNLUD

OFF

85

PRO

Flame Carbon

78

OFF+

96

60

Blade $99.95

Blade $99.95

Ludeack Fleet

Two plies of glass fiber added to the proven
Ludeack series blade gives the Fleet an increase
in power, while maintaining excellent touch and
feel. The quality of the wood and blade construction is unsurpassed! Handle: FL, ST / Wt: 90 gms
/ Plies: 7W, 2G / Item: SULUF

OFF

89

74

Flame

The blade wood is processed using a special
“Burning Wood Technology”. This 7-ply blade
has a higher hardness factor than conventional
wood, raising the speed performance and giving
a feeling of stability for your offensive game.
Wood edge guard on blade edges. Handle FL /
Wt 85 / Plies 7W / Item SNFLM

Blade $199.95

Ludeack Power

OFF

Speed performance is emphasized in this highquality, 7-ply blade made in Japan with the finest
wood and craftsmanship for the player who
requires the best. Handle FL, ST / Wt 90 gm /
Plies 7W / Item SNLUP

OFF

87

75

PRO SPECIAL
with Nittaku Flyatt
Soft Rubber

Blade $114.95

$

KASUMI

KASUMI
BLADES

Blade $74.95

PRO

Flyatt Carbon

132

OFF-

85

78

Blade $84.95

KASUMI ISHIKAWA:

blade: NITTAKU Acoustic /
rubber: NITTAKU Fastarc G-1
 2x World Team Silver Medalist 2016, 2014
 2012 Olympic Team Silver Medalist
 Highest World Ranking #4

Flyatt Carbon Pro

Solid, stong, powerful feel on impact, with
very fast speed. Nice feel on ball impact due to
two layers of kevlar/carbon. The hard surface
material, with the 5 plies of wood and two plies
of kevlar/carbon combines for the best weapon
for the fast offensive game. Includes a “Wood
Edge Guard” for added stability and strength.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 85 / Item SNFLP

Developed in close collaboration with top
world female player Kasumi Ishikawa. Excellent combination of outstanding power
with a sense of balance. Has 5-plies of wood
with 2-plies of new FE-carbon material inserted between the middle and inner plies.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 85 / Plies 5W,2C / Item SNKSP

OFF

COMBO SPECIAL
with 2 rubbers

124

95

Item XSNKAS

90

70

OFF+

Used by then 16-year-old Japanese sensation
Kasumi Ishikawa, to propel her to the Final
8 at the World Championships in Yokohama
2009. This Best-Seller in Japan is growing
world-wide as players discover its outstanding
well-balanced offense and defensive capabilities. For talented players on the rise, this blade
takes you there! Handle FL, ST / Wt 85 gms /
Plies 5W / Item SNKAS

Prices subject to change without notice

78

61

Blade $97.95

PR O SP EC IA LS

COMBO SPECIAL

86

96

Blade $199.95

Kasumi Basic

OFF-
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68

A versatile light-weight offensive blade. It is
easy to handle, achieved by setting the board
95
thickness at a sleek 6.0mm, and light weight
around 82g. The speed performance and power
See Page 7
are secured with the loading of two thin carbon
layers in combination with the five all wood plies.
Outstanding when combined with Nittaku’s
Flyatt rubbers. Handle FL, ST / Wt 82 / Plies
5W, 2C / Item SNFLY

Kasumi Special

$

92

Blade $59.95

COMBO
SPECIALS

Pro Sp ec ial s inc
lud e a sp ec ific
co mb ina tio n of
professional bla
a
de with two rubbe
rs pre-assemble
at Paddle Palace.
d
See pages 4-7 for
details.
This icon indica
tes Blades or Ru
PRO are are av
bbers that
ailable with a Pr
o Special.

Combo Specials are custom-made racquets which
include the shakehand blade plus two rubber sheets of
your choice* from any of these brands:

* Extra charge for each
rubber priced over $50

NITTAKU
JUIC
DHS
ANDRO

Up to $50 = no extra charge
($50 - $55) = $10
($55 - $60) = $15
($60 - $65) = $20

TIBHAR
STIGA
DONIC
HALLMARK
YASAKA
XIOM
DR NEUBAUER

See PaddlePalace.com for latest SPECIALS

11/16/2016 3:57:54 PM
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MORE NITTAKU BLADES ON NEXT PAGE 

TENALY ERGONOMIC HANDLE

Resist II

The word “Tenaly” means “it becomes the hand.” Innovative handle has an ergonomic design to
make the blade an extension of the player’s natural angle of the wrist, hand and forearm to the
head of the blade. The handle is comfortable and effective for the shakehand or penhold grip.

Tenaly Feruku

Unique ergonomic handle can be gripped as shakehand or penhold-style. A powerful blade combining
3 plies Japanese cypress wood with the speed of 2
plies Kevlar. Although constructed of hard wood, it
has good elasticity. Handle Ergo FL / Wt 82 / Plies
3W, 2K / Item SNTEF

OFF

90

67

Blade $174.95

Tenaly Carbon

Great control with 2 layers thin carbon. Loved by
both shakehand and penhold players. Handle Ergo
FL / Wt 85 grams / Plies 5W,2C / Item SNTEC

OFF

91

66

Blade $109.95

Handle is comfortable for penhold or shakehands
grip. 5-plies wood, great for offensive or quick
allround play. Handle Ergo FL / Wt 90 gm / Plies
5W / Item SNTEN

89

64

Made for the defensive
player seeking versatility
and stability. Made in Japan
with five plies of wood, using
willow (Yanagi) wood on
the exterior layer. Light in
weight, giving extra ease in
handling and also suitable
for defensive players who like thicker sponge. Excellent for players who
play both defensively and who include attacking shots. It is loved by
players for the extra stability, allowing for not missing on the attack.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 80 / Plies 5W / Item SNRS2

DEF

58

95

HINOKI WOOD BLADES

$

12995

Item XSNSEP

Blade $89.95

Combines the Acoustic blade construction with Tenaly ergonomic handle. Special plywood lamination
technology used in stringed instrument production.
Solid feeling for close-to-table top-spin play. Handle
Ergo FL / Wt 90 gm / Plies 5W / Item SNTEA

86

67

Septear COMBO SPECIAL

Seven plies of Hinoki Heaven!
Top-quality layers of Hinoki wood give this fast
offensive blade a sensational feel of balance,
power, and control. FL, ST / Wt 85 gm / Plies
7W / Item SNSEP

OFF

Tenaly Acoustic

OFF

Blade $64.95

COMBO SPECIAL
with 2 rubbers

Tenaly Original

OFF

Versatile Defender!

90

74

Blade $64.95

Miyabi

The blade is made with one ply of hinoki wood
(Kiso Japanese cypress). It plays fast with a
soft feel. Once you experience the feel of this
one-ply blade, you will be hooked! Handle: FL
/ Wt: 85 gms / Plies: 1W / Item: SNMIY

Blade $169.95

OFF+

95

59

Blade $89.95

LATIKA BLADES
DEFENSIVE BLADES
Latika

Exceptional blade for the advanced player with
a versatile all around game. Great stability
for aggressive play and blocking. Handle: FL,
ST / Wt: 88 gms / Plies: 5W / / Item: SNLAT

OFF-

86

78

Blade $66.95

Developed for the new plastic poly ball. This is a
thin and stiff blade with Nittaku FE Carbon layers. Recommended for the versatile offensive
game, and very effective for the short game and
blocking. An outstanding sense of balance is a
key feature, giving stability and momentum for
a wide range of players.
Handle FL, ST / Wt 85 / Plies 5W,2C / Item
SNLAC

88

77

Blade $179.95

60

93

Blade $87.95

Tiluna

Outstanding defensive blade equipped with
Kevlar for a “Bullet-proof Defense”! Outstanding control is achieved with this highly stable
defensive blade. Wide sweet spot, slightly
oversized. Handle FL, ST / Wt 90 gm / Plies
5W, 2K / Item SNTIL

DEF

58

95

Blade $89.95

Endless

Latika Light

Outstanding balance of offense and defense
is achieved with this blade. Great feeling of
stability and touch, light in weight. Handle
FL / Wt 78 / Plies 5W / Item SNLAL

Light Blade for Endless Defense. Light 80
gms w/large head gives you excellent control
for a defensive game. Suitable for chopping
and blocking, with counter-drive. Handle FL
/ Wt 80 gm / Plies 5W / Item SNEND

OFF-

DEF-

FREE SHIPPING >> Orders over $60 (see p. 137)
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Named for the outstanding Japanese chopper.
Use this blade for outstanding defensive play
with a feeling of lightness. Two plies Kevlar
and five plies wood. Handle FL, ST / Wt 85
gms / Plies 5W,2K / Item SNHAN

DEF+

Latika Carbon

OFF-

Haneyoshi

85

79

Blade $64.95

58

93

Blade $39.95

PADDLE PALACE CATALOG # 304
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BLADES
Nittaku Shakehand blades that are
available as Penholds!

CLASS

RATINGS KEY
SPEED CONTROL
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Continued

FANTASTIC CELLENTY BLADES
FROM NITTAKU!

ALL WOOD BLADES
PRO SPECIAL
with Nittaku Nodias Rubber

9495

$

See Page 7

PRO

Rising

This light-weight medium-speed blade has great
control. It is well-suited for a wide variety of
playing styles. With this blade, your game will
rise to your highest level! Handle FL / Wt 75 gms
/ Plies 5W / Item SNRIS

ALL+

81

75

Blade $42.95

Cellenty BALCA

Well-balanced medium-weight blade with stiff
feel on ball impact. Two layers of UD Carbon
(Uni Dimensional Carbon) and 5 plies wood. Offensive players love this blade for the versatility
it lends for all facets of the game.
Handle FL / Wt 85 / Item SNCEB

OFF-

87

74

Blade $74.95

Cellenty W05
Leaves

Allround 5-ply wood blade, medium weight,
slightly compact design excellent for all strokes of
the game. Soft feel with great hang time for spin.
Handle FL / Wt 85 / Plies 5W / Item SNLEA

ALL

73

77

Blade $44.95

ALL

Jenty

A five-ply offensive, highly elastic blade emphasizing speed performance. Lightweight & compact
for quick table play. Hard-hitting feel. Handle FL
/ Wt 80 / Plies 5W / Item SNJEN

OFF

90

60

Blade $44.95

Foum

Offensive 5-ply blade, slightly compact and
relatively light in weight. Hard-hitting feel,
with slower middle wood layer allowing for
extra touch.
Handle FL / Wt 80 / Plies 5W / Item SNFOU

OFF

92

58

Blade $49.95

78

78

Blade $64.95

Cellenty W07

The Cellenty W07 from NITTAKU is a 7-ply
wood blade made for the tactical offensive
player. Relatively light, you will feel that you
can fly around and through your opponent,
with excellent touch for looping, countering,
and all strokes of the game.
Handle FL / Wt 82 / Item SNCE5

OFF-

85

75

Blade $69.95

KEVLAR / CARBON / SYNTHETIC TECHNOLOGY
Rutis

Amin

Great blade for the allround player, providing excellent control for all strokes of the
game. The large sweet spot, light weight, and
forgiving nature of this blade are good for the
developing player desiring that elusive “selfcorrecting” weapon. Handle FL / Wt 75 / Plies
5W / Item SNAMI

ALL

Designed for the allround player. Relatively
light in weight with a blade shape that is
relatively compact for an allround blade. If you
are looking for a versatile blade for allround
and offensive play, suitable for counterdrive,
smash, push, block, quick play at the table
and a step back from the table, the Cellenty
W05 is the one!
Handle FL / Wt 80 / Item SNCE5

74

76

Blade $34.95

4 NITTAKU POLY BALLS
Made in Japan
NEW
Inside Back Cover
for details

NEW

For offensive players who excel in quick attack
+ strategic ball placement. Two plies G-carbon
w/3 plies wood for great balance, bounce and
flexibility. FL, ST / Wt 85 gm / Plies 3W, 2C/G
/ Item SNRUT

OFF

93

63

Blade $109.95

Rutis Power

It bursts with a sense of speed! Constructed
with AD-carbon directly underneath hard outer
plies to create a fast blade with a stiff feel. It
enables dynamic powerful play. Watch the
pressure this blade can put on a rival when it
reaches top gear. Handle FL, ST / Wt 87 / Plies
3W,2C / Item SNRPO

OFF+

95

60

Blade $119.95

Mig-non

Light-weight, great for offensive play. Enhanced performance with two thin layers of
carbon with five plies wood. Experienced
players will love the feeling of this blade. An
extra wood edging overlay provides protection
for the blade edge.
Handle FL / Wt 78 / Plies 5W,2C / Item SNMIG

OFF

92

58

Blade $93.95

See PaddlePalace.com for latest SPECIALS
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